When emergencies or disasters strike, wireless network traffic can spike, causing delays with important communications. You want to feel confident that you can still share data with first responders and outside agencies, or use voice services, even in the rare event that the network is heavily congested.

That's why we built Verizon Frontline, the advanced network and technology for first responders. Built on America's most reliable network, it's engineered to help those on the front line stay connected.

Verizon has long been committed to offering reliable priority voice and data services to government and public safety agencies like yours that help you connect via voice calls and share data during emergencies or periods of peak congestion.

Mobile Broadband Priority (MBP) provides your agency with priority voice and data services, so your communications receive priority network access over regular traffic when needed. It builds upon existing network and device capabilities found in our Wireless Priority Service and Private Network Traffic Management. MBP is available to qualified public safety agencies, national security, emergency preparedness and other emergency responders over any type of network, such as a virtual private network, internet or standard mobile private network.

**MBP features and benefits**

When you use MBP for your agency's communications, you'll get:

- Consistent, robust and reliable coverage on the Verizon Wireless network
- Assurance that your agency can connect with voice or data priority services with higher priority network access over other users
- Support for qualified local, state, federal and tribal government agencies, as well as critical infrastructure or other nongovernmental agencies that perform national security or emergency preparedness missions
- A priority service that's provided to qualified public safety customers at no additional charge

**Why Verizon Frontline**

We've built a network with services exclusively for public safety. Our proven commitment to providing services at the highest standards is one of the many reasons Verizon is the #1 network in public safety. You can expect our unwavering support and services as the provider of the nation's most reliable network.
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**Learn more:**

For more information on our Mobile Broadband Priority services, contact your Verizon Business Account Manager or visit verizon.com/frontline
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